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meticulously preserving the involved vessels, nerves and tendons.
The reported recurrence rates range from 47% to 76%, even in
cases of perceived complete surgical excision.1,9

Given the variability in extent and presentation, childhood vascular
malformations should ideally be managed in a multi-disciplinary
setting, with input from plastic surgery, radiology dermatology and
pathology. The case reported serves to highlight the importance
of considering AVMs in the differential diagnosis of asymptomatic
forearm and hand swellings. Clinical follow-up is paramount, due
to the inherent risk of recurrence.
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Therapeutic Hypothermia in ICUs
J O Connor, K Doody, J O’Dea
Department of Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, University Hospital Limerick, Dooradoyle, Co Limerick

Abstract
Recent research on Therapeutic Hypothermia (TH) post cardiac arrest has raised questions about its implementation and
benefits. TH to 32-34oC is still included in international guidelines for post-cardiac arrest care. We investigated how Irish ICUs
are utilising TH as part of their management of patients post cardiac arrest using a telephone survey of all Irish ICUs. All 25
ICUs in Ireland participated. As of quarter 2 2014, TH was part of post-cardiac arrest management in 20 ICUs(80%), which is
similar to international figures. 2011 was the median year for units to start using TH in Ireland. Over half 13 (52%) of Irish ICUs
have experience with cooling more than 10 patients. Despite lack of evidence for its benefit, 12 ICUs (48%) use TH for OHCA
non VF-VT arrests. Lack of resources was cited by 2 ICUs (8%) as well as no local consensus by 1 ICU (4%) prevented a small
minority adopting the protocol. Similar methods of inducing and maintaining TH were found in Ireland as with overseas. Interest was
expressed in recent research on TH and in 2 ICUs local practice had changed because of it. An updated international resuscitation
guideline is awaited.

Introduction
Mortality and morbidity from cardiac arrest is a significant issue
in our health service. Mortality from out of hospital cardiac arrest
(OHCA) exceeds 90% and the figure is 70% for inpatients who
suffer a cardiac arrest.1–6 In 2002, two seminal, randomised,
prospective trials7,8 with a total of 350 patients confirmed the
benefit of 12-24 hours of therapeutic hypothermia (TH) post
cardiac arrest in improving survival and neurological outcomes for
these patients. It should be noted only patients with VF/VT were
included in these studies. Soon after these trials, international
guidelines adopted TH into their standard protocols post arrest
targeting 32-34o as the optimum temperature for 24 hours9. The
evidence of any benefit of using (TH) for Non-VF/VT cardiac
arrests is primarily based on observational studies and is sparse10.
Non- VF/VT cardiac arrests unfortunately represent the majority
of cardiac arrests and further studies would be required to
ascertain what benefit if any that TH may confer to this patient
group. The largest study to date11 on TH has found that there is
no significant mortality benefit between cooling to 33o and cooling
to 36o. Indeed, cooling to 33o was found to cause more adverse
effects such as hypokalemia (19% in the 33o group, 13% in the
36o group). The main objective of this survey is to find out the
implementation rate and means of implementation of TH in Irish
ICUs and interpret the impact of the latest research on clinical
practice.

Methods
A telephone survey of all Irish ICUs was conducted between
February and March 2014. There is no centralised database of
the contact details of Irish ICUs. The locations of ICUs in Ireland
was found in a Health Service Executive (HSE) report entitled
‘Review of adult critical care services in the Republic of Ireland’.
A previously published questionnaire, similar to that used in a
UK survey1 was used, to collect information from the consultant
in charge of each ICU on that day. The Clinical Nurse Manager
working in each unit was contacted if the consultant in charge
was not available after numerous attempted contacts. Information
collected was anonymised and interpreted using IBM SPSS 2112.

Results
37 hospitals are mentioned in the 2009 HSE ‘Review of adult
critical care services in the Republic of Ireland’ report13. 12 of
these were ineligible due to downgrading or reconfiguration of the
HSE hospital groupings. All 25 of the other units participated in
this study. Multiple phone calls were made in an attempt to speak
with the consultant in charge of each ICU, which was only possible
on 11 occasions (44%). In the event that the consultant was not
available on three further occasions the Nursing manager that day
was spoken with (14 ICUs or 56%). 5 ICUs in Ireland (20%) do
not use TH post cardiac arrest. The most frequent reason cited
was ‘No resources’ (3 units), but one hospital mentioned no local
consensus and prompt patient transfer to a neighbouring larger
centre, while another had had no recent patients with cardiac
arrest. The median year for hospitals to commence TH in Ireland
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was 2011 with one hospital commencing cooling patients as early
as 2003 and another commencing this year, 2014. This yearly
increase in shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

The majority of Irish ICUs have at least some experience of
cooling patients with 36% of Irish ICUs having cooled over 30
patients to date. The various types of arrests and their proportions
are shown in Table 1. 70% of Irish ICUs usually offer Therapeutic
Hypothermia to out of hospital Ventricular Tachycardia or
Ventricular Fibrillation (VT/VF) cardiac arrests. Half of Irish
ICUs offer TH to inpatient cardiac arrests. In 50% of Irish ICUs,
patients who present with out of hospital PEA/Asystole rhythm
receive TH. Table 1 shows that the ED is the most common site to
commence TH in Ireland with (n=14) 56% of hospitals initiating
TH there, while 5 hospitals (20%) initially cooled their patients in
the ICU itself. At one site TH has been commenced pre-hospital.
The large majority of Irish ICUs cooled patients to a target
temperature of 32-34o, with 88% of Irish ICUs using this as their
target temperature. Table 1 also demonstrates that there was no
consensus on a rewarming protocol with 24% taking 24 hours to
rewarm and 20% attempting to rewarm at 0.25 to 0.5 of a degree
per hour.

Table 1 Types of arrest cooled in Irish ICUs, details of where
therapeutic hypothermia is commenced, how long it is
maintained for and what target temperatures are aimed for

Cool

Type of arrest Usually Sometimes Never

Out of hospital: VT/VF 14 (70%) 5 (25%) 1 (5%)

Out of hospital: PEA/Asystole 10 (50%) 8 (40%) 2 (10%)

In hospital 10 (50%) 6 (30%) 4 (20%)

Site of initiating TH
Pre-Hospital 1 (4%)
ED 14 (56%)
ICU5 (20%)

Target Temperature
28-32 1(4%)
32-34 17(88%)
34-36 1(4%)
Unknown 1(4%)

Duration of rewarming (hrs)
12-24 1 (4%)
24 17 (88%)
Unknown 2 (8%)

Rewarming Protocol
0.1 to 0.25 degree per hour 4 (16%)
0.25 to 0.5 degree per hour 5 (20%)
4-6 hours 2 (8%)
24 hours 6 (24%)
Passive 1 (4%)
Unknown 2 (8%)

Discussion
In 2013, the largest randomized control trial to date on TH post
out of hospital VF/VT cardiac arrest found there was no benefit
in cooling patients to 33oC over 36oC11. Evidence is minimal
for TH for inpatient cardiac arrest or out of Hospital non-VF/VT
cardiac arrest. The majority of Irish ICUs are using TH (80%). This
practice began in 2003, however it wasn’t until 2008 onwards
that a large increase in its implementation was evident. This would
be consistent with other studies that have shown a lag time of
approximately 5 years prior to widespread adoption of TH1,14.
Five ICUs in Ireland at the time of data collection, had never used
TH. Three units mentioned not having access to resources. This
is concerning as the evidence for temperature management and
avoiding pyrexia post OHCA is compelling7,8. It is the authors’
view that every ICU in Ireland should have the capability to control
patients’ temperature post cardiac arrest. The most common
indication for using TH in Irish ICUs has been shown to be an
out of hospital OHCA VF/VT. 70% of Irish ICUs use TH on these
patients. This is in contrast with 86.5% of UK ICUs using TH for
OHCA VF/VT patients1. Half of Irish ICUs would “usually” cool
OHCA Non-VF/VT despite minimal evidence for its benefit based
on mainly observational trials10. This is in contrast to 30.3% of
UK ICUs “usually” cooling their OHCA Non-VF/VT patients and
another 30.3% of UK ICUs “sometimes” cooling these patients.
50% of Irish ICUs would cool inpatients with cardiac arrest (IHCA)
compared with 23.6% of UK ICUs, and 43% of cardiac arrest
cases from the European Resuscitation Council Hypothermia
After Cardiac Arrest-Registry ERC HACA-R database15. The
evidence for utilising TH on IHCA patients is also lacking with only
some retrospective studies available at present16. Only one Irish
ICU reported an OHCA patient had been cooled pre-hospital,
while 4 UK ICUs had done similar1. A randomized control
trial of 1359 patients with OHCA (VF and non-VF) in 2014
demonstrated that pre-hospital cooling using cold IV fluids did
not improve survival or neurologic status17. Further research on
pre-hospital TH is required.

To date international resuscitation guidelines still recommend
cooling patients to for OHCA VF and other rhythms in certain
cases. Considerable debate was evident online post the
2013 NEJM publication11 however the International Liaison
Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) was quick to respond
publishing a letter from its co-chairmen in Dec 2013 confirming
their support of TH post OHCA arrest while accepting that
certain clinicians may use 36oC as their target instead of
previous lower values18. TH was not to be abandoned18. Two
consultants mentioned having locally adopted 36oC as their
new target when using TH but have not formally changed
their resuscitation protocols. New resuscitation guidelines are
awaited (due to be published in 2015) encompassing the latest
research. This study is limited by potential reporting bias of
telephone survey technique. We attempted to speak with the
Consultant in charge of the ICU on that day but this was not
always possible despite repeated phone calls. We also did not
record outcome variables for each patient who received TH.
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National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS):
Are Hospital Doctors Up To Date?
Sir

The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) is
a validated 15 item neurological assessment that is widely
used to evaluate clinical deficit in stroke and their eligibility for
thrombolysis1. The NIHSS is an essential part of the assessment
of patients’ stroke severity and also helps to predict outcome and
mortality in acute Stroke patients2. Our objective was to evaluate
junior doctors’ current knowledge of the NIHSS and to increase
awareness among hospital doctors on its appropriate use. Self-
completed questionnaires were administered to all junior hospital
doctors in medical rotations. It was designed to determine the
level of experience, knowledge, interpretation and application of
the NIHSS. Doctors were also assessed on their awareness of the
online teaching portal, in date certification and their opinion on the
necessity for NIHSS training as part of the core curriculum.

42 non-consultant hospital doctors in medicine were recruited.
These included 7 Registrars, 17 Senior House Officers and 18
House Officers. 17 (40%) of those studied had used the NIHSS
in clinical practice while 11 (26%) reported experience in acute
Stroke thrombolysis delivery. 40 (95%) of the doctors had heard
of the NIHSS, however only 8 (19%) were aware of the items
tested and 6 (14%) were aware of the total NIHSS score. Only
3 (7%) of the doctors knew of the NIHSS score range indicating
thrombolysis as per the ECASS III trial1 of whom were two
Registrars and one Senior House Officer. Despite this, 18 (43%)
of the doctors reported being comfortable to use the NIHSS in
clinical practice. Only 6 (14%), 2 Registrars and 4 Senior House

Officers are certified NIHSS users. Doctors who had previous
experience working in Stroke services showed a better knowledge
of the NIHSS and had a higher certification rate of 4 out of
17 (23%) compared to 2 out of 25 (8%) in the other group.
Unfortunately, only less than half of the candidates are aware of
the online training portal3. 40 (95%) of the doctors in the study
felt that there should be in-house teaching and Stroke training
should be part of the core curriculum.

Our study shows that there is insufficient knowledge of the NIHSS
among hospital doctors despite Stroke thrombolysis service
being available in most acute hospitals. It highlights the need to
promote reliability and reproducibility of the NIHSS in acute Stroke
management to ensure quality evidence based medicine and safe
thrombolysis delivery. It also supports in-house training and stroke
rotations as part of the core curriculum. The online certification
on the use of NIHSS is crucial in achieving the above goals.
Further work should focus on improving awareness and training
of medical doctors using available multimedia4 and the online
teaching portal which has been shown to be highly effective.
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